Module No.49

Continuous read-out

Day 10-second (by flash)

DATE indicator

Hour Minute Date

Calendar mode

Day

Month Date Year

(Auto-return)

Press ⑥ to set time/calendar.

Press ③ to move the day to the next.

Press ③ to revert to normal time.

Press ④ to set time signal.

Press ③ to advance one hour.

Press ③ to advance one minute.

Press ③ to advance one month.

Press ③ to advance one date.

Press ③ to move the day to the next.

(Independent correction)
Correction of any digit, if not required, can be skipped by pressing the ③ button repeatedly.

(Reversion to normal time display)
The watch reverts to the normal time display if the ③ button is pressed, regardless of the digit setting mode.

Calendar system: Auto-calendar pre-programmed until the year 2009.